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Test Method: ISO; 1518 -1973, IS: 101 (Part 5/Sec 2)-1988
This is a test method for determining the resistance of a paint film to penetration by scratching with a needle. 
The test may be used a Go/No-Go test by applying a single specified load to the needle it may also be used by 
applying increasing loads to the needle to determine the maximum load at which the coating is pulled/penetrated 
to the substrate .

FEC Paint Scratch Hardness Tester
R
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Under the visionary guidance of our Proprietor, “Mr. T. P. 
Saxena”, our organization has achieved tremendous growth 
and success. He have more then to decade in the experience of 
filter and filtration media testing and training as per national 
& international standards. His sharp business acumen and rich 
industry experience has always inspirednus to provide maximum 
satisfaction to our clients across the word. FEC Incorporated 
in the year 1995, in Delhi (India). we, “Filtration Engineering 
& Consultants” are a leading manufacturer and supplier of a 
superior quality range of Filter Testing Equipments, Filtration 
Media Testing Equipment,  Automobile, Rubber, Paint & Plating 
Testing Equipment, etc. The offered range of products is precise-
ly manufactured in adherence to international quality standards 
utilizing optimum quality raw material and sophisticated tech-
nology under the supervision of our quality experts. As per the 
varied requirements of clients, these products can be availed in 
various specifications laid down by our esteemed clients. Our 
offered products are widely appreciated in the market for some 
of their feaiuers like robust construction, percision engineered, 
easy to use, low maintenance, corrosion resistance, application 
specific design and perfect finish.

In House Training Research & Develop-
FEC  Having our own in house R&D Center for continuous 
improvement of equipment due to use Latest Technology and 
worldwide customers requirement. For Changing the World 
Class Technology and latest up to date Standards. Some of our 
Equipments using PLC, Scada, VB, and Other Hardware and 
software for serve the Better and Latest world Class Testing 
Equipments to our Customers. Also we have our all equipments 
are (Automatic and Digital Version) as per National & Interna-
tional Standard Like                                       
ISO, BS, ASTM, BIS, JIS, TAPPI DIN SASO....etc

Development, Special purpose Testing Euipment. We have com-
plete solution for Various Industries of Testing Equipment Like 
Govt. Road Transport, DGS & D, Railway, Defense, Export and 
Private Industries. We are an ISO 9001 Certified Company. 

FEC About UsR

The  GLOSS METER is complete according with state standard GB9754-88,GB9966.5 and international stan-
dard ISO2813.
Projecting angle 20  º60 º85 º
Applications The surface luster measure for printing ink, oil paint, bake lacquer, coat, woodwork and others.

FEC Digital Gloss meter
R



The FEC Salt spray chamber Tester has been designed strictly as per the relevant standard to assess 
the ability of rust proofed components to withstand corrosion due to atmospheric conditions.
Double walled. (Stainless Steel 316 Inside & Outside G.I.Duly Power Coated)

Specially designed inert material atomizers of standard orifice produce the salt spray with air from a 
motorized compressor of suitable capacity. The air pressure for spraying and agitation of salt solution 
can be adjusted by means of precision control valves. A separate control panel fitted with all electri-
cal, pressure gauges, temps. Indicator, hour meter etc. has been provided for easy operation of the 
equipment.

Gardner impact tester model IG-1120 has gained wide acceptance as a means of testing the impact resistance of many 
types of coatings from paints and vanishes to tough plated, plastic or laminated coatings. It is also used to establish 
quality standards for resistance to impact surface damage and penetration of many construction materials such as 
plastics, resins, fibreglass, sheet metals, plywood, etc. 

Modal No. 101 (Work space Inner chamber 900x750x600 mm)
101 A - Outer chamber made from G.I duly epoxy coated and Inner chamber made from S.S 316 
grade.
101 B - Outer chamber made from S.S 304 and Inner chamber made from S.S 316 grade.

Modal No. 102 (Work space Inner chamber 500x500x500 mm)
102 A Outer chamber made from G.I duly epoxy coated and Inneer chamer made from S.S 316 
grade.
102 B Outer chamber made from S.S 304 and Inner chamber made from S.S 316 grade. 

Modal No.102 B

Modal No.102 A

Modal No.101 B

Modal No.101 A

FEC Salt Spray Chamber
R

FEC Ball Impect Tester
R

R
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Specification
4 Digit LCD type display 10 mm wide
Power supply : 1.5 volt X 4 battery
Operating Condition:     Temperature: 0-50 Degree Centigrade
Size                                  : 127 x 67 x 28 mm
Weight                            : Approx 175 Gms

Citizen’s Basic Analytical Balances offers exactly right performance and convenient features that you need to 
accomplish for the most sophisticated weighing tasks. On Citizen you can weigh just about anything from really 
light weight samples to heavy weight objects and if you want to do more than “Basic Weighing “the 7 application 
Programs will let you Easily perform

FEC Analytical BalanceR

FEC Coating Thickness TesterR
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The Erichsen Cupping testing machine is basically de- signed to reveal the cupping qualities of metal sheet and 
strips. It also be used for testing the adhesion, elasticity, and porosity of coats or varnish by way of comparison. 
The appearance of the material after fracture gives an indication of the grain structure of the material and also 
of its constitution to some extent.

FEC Ran test chamber is made from Inner chamber S.S 304 grade and outer body made from G.I duly epoxy 
coated this test chamber is suitable for test the rain water test as per atmospheric condition exposure to rain 
water with humidity compounds. This equipments also designed for special purpose for these above men-
tion all controlling units will be digitally controlled with digital Indicator
   This equipment will be auipped with water tank pressure Indicator spray nozel, Mixing tank, Digital 
Indicators with controller for heating, Humidity, Timers, flow meter.  

FEC Erichsion-Cupping-Tester
R

FEC Rain Test Chamber
R

R

FEC GSM Kit use a drawing action to cut accurate circular samples with smooth edge. Even 
difficult material as card board, filter paper, Craft paper, corrugated sheet, fine knit, thin film, 
synthetic leather, can be cut conveniently.
Use:  Put the sample sheet on the rubber pad and help of round cutter move half round on the 
sample sheet you will found sample for GSM. 

Bursting Strength is reliable index of the strength and performance of materials like paper, boards, cor-
rugated boards and boxes, solid fibre boards, filter cloth, industrial fabrics, leather, rexine, etc.
Range                    20 Kg / Cm2 (Least Count 0.1 Kg/Cm2)
                              35 Kg / Cm2 (Least Count 0.1 Kg/Cm2)
                              50 Kg / Cm2 (Least Count 0.1 Kg/Cm2)

Standard Inner chamber size : 18 x 18 x 18 Inches
Controlled   : Digital temperature indicator cum controller
Maximum temp range  : 2500 C
Least Count   : 0.10 C
Controlled   : Digital temperature  indicator cum controller

FEC GSM Round CutterR

FEC Hot Air OvenR

FEC Bursting TesterR

R

Outer casing of mild steel sheet painted in epoxy powder coating. Working temperature 900ºC, Temperature 
control by energy regulator, with indicators, pyrometer, thermocouple, thermal fuse etc. Heating elements 
made of Kanthal wire special high temperature alloy to ensure uniform distribution of heat. To work on 
220/230 volt A. C.

This Apparatus is very useful for each and every Industry 
for conditioning the product before the test and where 
required both temperature and humidity as specific required 
then we can adjust the temperature and humidity as per 
requirement

R

FEC Humidity Condisional Chamber

FEC Tangular  Muffle  Furance  (Laboratory ModelR
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This equipment is for testing of tensile strength of paper, board, rubber, wire, fasreners, and others polymer and 
metal products. The equipment is complete with motorized arrangement with digital display and analogue model.

It is completely microprocessor based with original chip.• 
Safety limit switches in operated both size.• 
Auto tare facility.• 
Bright LED display.• 
Feature touches control.• 

RFEC Tensile Testing Machine

Ageing Oven that are ideal for performing long-term high-temperature air or oil aging tests. Fabricated from quality 
material of construction, these ovens are widely used in Cable & PVC wire Industries Educational Institute / Re-
search Lab., Rubber Industries

RFEC Ageing Oven

Our New and Improved Model For ( Temperature -200 C and -400 C)
The ultra low temprature freezers are equiped with special air cooled compressor CFC free refriger-
ators to give the efficient cooling and flow in the cabinet. High capacity air cooled condensers with 
fan condense filter keep fine of dust to maintain utmost cooling efficiency. 

FEC Deep FreezerR

FEC Plastic Impect Tester
Features
These impact testing machines are designed for conducting IZOD test for variety of material plastic and electric 
insulating materials. The test method strictly confirm to Indian and British standards Namely IS : 867-1963 and 
BS : 2782Part 3-1965

R

FEC Dumbbell Die and Cutting Press
This equipment is used in rubber industry for cutting various specimens through the suitable cutting dies. 
Ensuring, reliability and accuracy, the capacity of our manufactured press is 2.5 Ton. Offered Dumbbell 
Cutting Press is easy to use and its compact structure does not require much space. Some highly applauded 
features of this press are tough construction, easy usage and high efficiency.

R

ASTM D 1238 METHOD A & B, ISO 1133, IS 2508/2530,BS and other equivalent standards.
Melt Flow Indexer is used to measure the flow rate of different polymers. The reported Melt Index values 
helps to distinguish between the different Grades of Polymers. This is due to the fact that plastic materials are 
seldom manufactured without incorporating additives, which affect the processing characteristics of material 
like stability and flow ability.

FEC Melt Flow Index (MFI)R

This apparatus is useful in determination of melt- ing point of any substance in small quantities up to 300 Deg C. 
It consists of an aluminum block which accepts three capillary tubes & mercury thermometer. The block is 
heated by two elements clamped to the sides. The built in lamps provides uniform & shadow less illumination of 
sample tube which is viewed by magnifying glass.

FEC Melting Point R
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Specific gravity of any elasto meter is of considerable importance for its identification. Be sides it can 
also be used for providing a rough assessment of its physical properties. It can also be used for finding 
if the sample and the products are prepared from the same compound or not. 

Oxygen index is defined as minimum concentration of oxygen, expressed as volume percent, in a mixture of 
oxygen and nitrogen that will just support flaming combustion of plastic materials under equilibrium condition 
of candle like burning. The equilibrium is established by the relation between the heat lost to the surroundings as 
measured by either time of burning or length of specimen burned. 

FEC Oxygen Index TesterR

FEC Specific GravityR

We are introduce our new and compact version Universal Testing Machine for Paper, Spring Compres-
sion, Filtration media, Non woven, Flooring Sheet, Fabric, Yarn, Button Pull, Electronic Thimbles, 
Small box compression, Rubber Testing etc Multipurpose use.

FEC Spring Compression TestingR

This equipment is for testing of tensile strength of paper, board, rubber, wire, fasreners, and others polymer and metal 
products. The equipment is complete with motorized arrangement with digital display and analogue model.

FEC Tensile Testing Machine

It is completely microprocessor based with original chip.• 
Bright LED display.• 
Feature touches control.• 

This tester is used for testing the compression strength testing for big size box up to less then 1 mtr cube . 
With, it’s also available to test the column compress strength of the corrugated  box, plastic container, tin 
container etc . It is equipped with a precise ball screw, which drives the compression platen steadily along 
the guide track to compress the specimen. 

FEC Box Compression TesterR

RFEC Wire & Cable Testing for Automobile

Main Features
1) has a voltage is preset auto step-up feature
2) Voltage Automatic step-up mode
3)To meet the high-voltage wire and cable during the test-
ing process(Step-Up-CV-Step-Down).

Main Functions
Wire and cable, power frequency voltage withstand test, 
because there is a very large capacitance between the 
Shih-frequency voltage greater processing of capacitive 
current and therefore require a larger capacity transform-
ers. Cables larger the longer the cable, capacitance greater 
need transformer capacity will be. The maximum test 
voltage 5kV pressure machine, it can withstand 5A the 
following capacitive current capacity up to 25kVA.
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Historians credit the invention of the compound microscope to the Dutch spectacle maker, Zacharias Janssen, around 
the year 1590. The compound microscope uses lenses and light to enlarge the image and is also called an optical or light 
microscope. The simplest optical microscope is the magnifying glass and is good to about ten times (10X) magnifica-
tion. Before purchasing or using a microscope, it is important to know the functions of each part.   

FEC Color Touch Screen Digital Rockwell Hardness Tes-

FEC Color Touch Screen Digital Brinell Hardness Tester

Equips with Auto Turret, Close loop loading system, key panel and touch screen double input methods, blue tooth 
transferring technology; Two models with max loading force at 1Kgf(Vicky MHV-1000) and 2Kgf(VickyMHV-
2000), meets different kinds of materials measuring requirement. Close loop loading system is to realize auto load-
ing, dwell and unloading, makes better accuracy and easier installation.

Ultrasonic hardness tester is widely used to measure hardness of small forings, cast material, weld inspection, 
heat affected zone, lon-nitrided stamping dies and molds, forms, presses, thin walled parts, bearings, tooth 
flanks, etc. 

Half automatic hardness tester except loading initial force and change force knob. Operation is very convenient and 
fast. 
Color touch screen, display loading force, indenter type, dwell time, and conversion scale. 
Motorized control loading, dwell and unloading, eliminates error by manual operation.
Auto hardness conversion to others scales, no need to check table and improve working efficiency.

Metal shell, nice appearance design
Available to save 500 groups test results.
4” LCD to display hardness result, conversion result, Max, Min, Mean value.
Support blue tooth printer, with RS232 to connect computer for software running.
Can test all kinds of metal which more than 5kg

Vex us SHB-3000D differs from like product is  close loop loading system, key panel touch screen double input 
methods, blue tooth transferring technology and digital measurement indentation technology. High accuracy close 
loop loading sensor replace traditional weights loading method, to realize automatic loading, dewell and unloading, 
makes easier installation and better measurement accuracy. 

FEC Color Touch Screen Digital Micro Vickers Hardness TesterR

FEC Ultrasonic Hardness TesterR

R

FEC Leed Hardness TesterR

R

FEC MicroscopeR

FEC Pin-On-Disc Abrasive wear TestR

• This Test Conforms to As per ASTM G99 standard test method
• Analyzes wear and friction characteristics of 
sliding contacts (dry or lubricated conditions)
• Pin-On Disc Tests can be performed on a 
variety of materials: metals, polymers, com-
posites, ceramics, lubricants, cutting fluids, 
abrasive slurries, coatings, and heat-related 
samples
• DATA software package varies and 
records pin pressure, pin temperature, sliding 
speed, and lubrication parameters
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FEC Offer Air filter Test rig As per national & International Standard in various type 
of Capacity Like 100 Cfm to 10,000 Cfm other higher capacity is also available on 
customer demand we can test on this equipment Life & Efficiency test , Dust holding 
Capacity, Pressure Restriction Test , pressure drop, particle measurement, flow etc…..   
This International Standard establishes and specifies uniform test procedures, condi-
tions, equipment, and a Performance report to permit the direct laboratory performance 
comparison of air cleaners. The basic performance characteristics of greatest interest are 
air flow restriction or differential pressure, dust Collection efficiency, dust capacity, and 
oil carry-over on oil bath air cleaners. 

FEC Air Filter

 All structure will be fabricated with M.S and G.I. also S.S, Sheet and frame will be made from 
M.S.Pipe work with automotive paint and Epoxy paint also. Lighting arrangement  for test rig for 
working the dark also. Upper plate form made from stainless steel sheet with S.S washbasin type 
tray with drainage. All pipes for Test circuit will be made from seam less M.S pipe and long band 
provided as per international specification. Diffuser for main circuit out let oil and injection system 
out let bypass oil for prevent the fan of oil Pump capacity of 55 LPM for main circuit Flow Meter 
Digital with sensor and Digital display for main circuit 55 LPM. 

FEC Oil Filter Test Rig 

FEC Filter Leak Test Rig ISO 4020

This Test methods describe laboratory testing of filters to prove their 
mechanical integrity. Fil- ters are tested to determine the pressure 
impulse of the housing ma- terial and construction. This Test simulate 
conditions of engine lubri- cation system cyclic pressure pulsation.
 The test condition value should correspond with those actually 
measured on the intended engine applicable when such information 
is available

FEC Filter Impulse Tester

All structure will be fabricated with M.S and G.I. duly epoxy coated 
All Water Deep water tank and Other Items made from S.S -304 Grade. 
Lighting arrangement  for test rig for working the dark also Pneumatic 
Operated with inbuilt Timer and Solenoid valve operated Eight PCs 
filter test at the time Digital Timer for set the Desired test time Air 
Regulator  in built and pneumatic cylinder. 

R

R

R

R

R
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FEC Product Chambers

Flammability Chamber Flammability Chamber
Temperature Test Cham-

Deep Freezer -20, -40

Hummidity Chamber

Water Spray & Rain Test ChamberDust ChamberSalt Spray Chamber

UV Chamber

Ozone Chamber Thermal Shock Chamber

Environmental Chamber

R

Flammability ChamberVisibility Chamber
Toxi City Chamber



Some Our Valued Customers 

Sales Office: 9A, Gurudwara Road, Hari Vihar (Kakraula), Opp. Metro Poll No. 816, 
New Delhi 110043 (INDIA)

Correspondence Address : Plot No. 35, K-1 Extn., Bank Wali Gali Gurudwara Road, 
Mohan Garden, Uttam Nager, Delhi-110059

Cell - 9811478874, 9811938703, 9212912990
E-Mail : info@fecproduct.com / inquiry_fec@yahoo.com
Website : www.fecproduct.com 

ISO 9001 Certified


